
“Christmas Time” Mrs. D conducting group of polar creatures in North Pole 
Mrs. D - Okay this isn’t going too well, let’s just head home for the night, you 
guys come back in the morning and we’ll try again, Okay? Exits 
Sydney- Wait you guys we can fix this. 
Isabelle - Okay but, do we have to do a song like “christmas time”? Can we be 
a little more inclusive of other holidays and sing something like, “let it snow?” 
or  “winter wonderland”  Let’s try it! 

Group sings “Winter Wonderland”  
Panic elf (Drama 3) enters: 

Elf - CODE RED AND GREEN, THIS IS NOT A DRILL, SOME HUMANS 
HAVE BROKEN INTO THE NORTH POLE! EVERYONE RUSH HOME 
AND STAY IN YOUR HOUSES THESE PEOPLE COULD BE 
DANGEROUS! 

Choir goes to tableux 
3 Kids enter (angry, excited, and anxious) 

 
 Excitement - Guys! I can’t believe we did it! We’re really here!  
Anxious - Um guys, I don’t think this is the best idea, I think we should go 
back  
Anger - No, our point in doing this is to steal the presents, this is the North 
Pole heist 
Anxious - But we could get caught 
Excitement - Oh come on Jack, let's have fun and enjoy ourselves 

 
“What’s This” begins 
 
What's this? What's this? 
There's color everywhere 
What's this? 
There's white things in the air 
What's this? 

I can't believe my eyes 

I must be dreaming 

Wake up, Jack, this isn't fair 



What's this? 

What's this? What's this? 

There's something very wrong 

What's this? 

There’s people singing songs Ceirra Olivia 

What's this? 

The streets are lined with 

Little creatures laughing 

Everybody seems so happy 

Have I possibly gone daffy? 

What’s this?  

What’s this? 

There are children throwing snowballs 

Instead of throwing heads 

They're busy building toys Alissa Frankie 

And absolutely no one's dead 

There's frost on every window 

Oh, I can't believe my eyes 

And in my bones I feel the warmth 

That's coming from inside 

Oh, look 

What's this? 

They're hanging mistletoe AJ Teresita Isabelle 

they kiss 

Why that looks so unique, inspired 

They're gathering around to hear a story 



Roasting chestnuts on a fire Alissa Frankie 

What's this? 

What's this? 

In here they've got a little tree, how queer 

And who would ever think 

And why? 

They're covering it with tiny little things 

They've got electric lights on strings 

And there's a smile on everyone 

So, now, correct me if I'm wrong 

This looks like fun 

This looks like fun? 

Oh, could it be I got my wish? 

What's this? 

Oh my, what now? 

The children are asleep 

But look, there's nothing underneath 

No ghouls, no witches here to scream and scare them 

Or ensnare them, only little cozy things 

Secure inside their dreamland 

What's this? 

The monsters are all missing 

And the nightmares can't be found 

And in their place there seems to be 

Good feeling all around 

Instead of screams, I swear 



I can hear music in the air 

The smell of cakes and pies Olivia Ceirra 

Are absolutely everywhere  

The sights Syd Brooke,  

The sounds Aj Teresita Isabelle 

They're everywhere and all  

around 

I've never felt so good 

 before 

This empty place inside of me is filling up 

I simply cannot get enough 

I want it, oh, I want it 

Oh, I want it for my own 

I've got to know 

I've got to know 

What is this place that I have found? 

What is this? 

 
 
 
1 Alissa Dasher                                Wrapping Presents and Chestnuts  
1 Frankie Rudolph                         Drama 3 Langston Brooks Kiana Iris 
 
2 Sydney Grinch                              Snowballs and Sleep 
2 Brooke Max                                  Drama 3 Amelio Owen Cara Imari Sage  
 
3 Olivia Yeti                                     Singing and Baking  
3 Ceirra Frosty                               Drama 3 Mary Bryson, Wyckie, Lucas, Sara 



 
4 Teresita Gingerbread                   Mistletoe and Christmas Tree 
4 Isabelle Jewish Elf                    Drama 3 Brycen Nolan Koran Myah Madison 
4 Aj xmas Tree 


